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It is a retrospective cohort study of 147 patients
from 4 European centres including Addenbrookes
in Cambridge. Two patient groups (non comparable) were studied one with RTX
maintenance (80pts treated for 24 mths) and the
other with single RTX treatment. At 6 mths 45%
were in CR, 28% in PR and 27% had treatment
failure. In the RTM group the % of CR pts increased
during follow up, with a 75% reduction in the dose
of CS and 84%of patients in remission. Whilst the
rate of flares decreased in addition to mild flares
being experienced, post RMT a higher flare rate for
serious flares was noted. Thirty five % of patients
were sustained responders. However damage
increased during follow up. Also a higher mortality
was noted as well as a higher rate of late onset

neutropenia. Also there was variability of RMT
treatment schemes across centres.
The utility of the findings above is of hypothesis
generation on the benefits of an RMT scheme in
the treatment of patients with severe disease
related complications at the outset and for whom
further flares are likely to be associated with serious
and life threatening organ damage and failure.
However, the hypothesis would need to be tested in
a prospective study.
*CR/PR – complete/partial remission
**RMT – rituximab maintenance treatment
Outcome

Low grade evidence identified by stakeholders
that does not materially affect the conclusions
of the existing evidence reviews

